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Event Name: - TEDxNMIMSShirpur  
Venue: - SVKM’s, NMIMS (Deemed to be University), Mukesh Patel Technology Park, Shirpur [MH]  
Date & Day: - 11th March 2018 (Sunday)

SVKM’s, NMIMS, Mukesh Patel Technology Park, Shirpur always been known for its grandeur for providing world class amenities & academic facilities to students. As a part of this endeavour we have organized TEDxNMIMSShirpur – Knocking Opportunities.

TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) is a media organization, which was founded in February 1984. A TEDx event is a local gathering which was organised in the campus that helped to unleash new ideas, inspiration and information. 11 Speakers from various fields came together to share their ideas. The speakers were given a maximum of 18 minutes to present their ideas in the most innovative and engaging ways. The day began with Sarawati Vandana, followed by national anthem and continued with introduction to TEDx & its motto “Ideas worth sharing”.

# Maa Saraswati Vandana

# National Anthem
The inaugural session was delivered by an eminent speaker Dr. Ram Puniyani on “Starving for peace in troubled times” where he talked about how leadership has influenced our society and its structure since the era of kingdom and ended by giving direction to the youth about how important liberty, fraternity and equality for a good society in future are.

Mr. Hemant K. Gaur, our next speaker shared his ideas about mechanisation of human brain with a motto of 01 solution to 99 problems.
Mr. Stalin Dayanand, an environment conservative shared his experience of his fight against depletion of mangroves and wetlands in Maharashtra.

Mr. Prashant Gade, a social entrepreneur shared his journey from an Engineering student to becoming the creator of a cost effective prosthetic Limb (physical implants like legs and hands) in order to add his contribution towards a better India. His continuous efforts have resulted in the reduction of cost from Rs.7,00,000 to Rs.7000.
Dr. Kannan Moudgalya, currently a professor at IIT Bombay explained the importance of e-learning and student empowerment.

Mr. Bhavesh Bafna, one of the most versatile drummer in India, highlighted the importance of innovation in career building. He identified the possibility of his career in the sound generated by various daily-life objects and has also represented India internationally for the same.
Mr. Sajan Shah, the youngest motivational speaker of our country, who gave 3 golden rules to the audience for achieving their dreams.
Ms. Kriti Tula an entrepreneur, shared about her contribution to our society by means of fashion. Her sustainable fashion label- Doodlage creates environment friendly, high on fashion clothes by not letting even an inch of it getting waste.

Mr. Shiv Pandit, a famous Indian actor shared how a dedication and strong will can help one to overcome every rejection and obstacle in one’s life.
Lt. Col. Manoj Malhotra, highlighted the importance of opportunities and explained the process of identifying and seeking them through his inspirational life experiences.
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Mrs. Jigna Tanna an entrepreneur, celebrity coach and relationship strategist highlighted the importance of focus as a key to convert opportunities to success.
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The day was concluded by Mr. Akash Aggarwal - curator “TEDxNMIMSShirpur”, who presented a vote of thanks to all Trustees, Management pillars, Local Management of SVKM’s NMIMS family for their kind support which led to the successful completion of the event. The event has been supervised and guided of Prof. Parag V. Thote - faculty in-charge. The audience was highly elated and motivated by the end of the day. Performance by Drama team on theme “MAA” was appreciated by speakers and attendees. Attendees enjoyed after event interaction session held in students lounge where all attendees got chance to have personal interact and selfie with speakers.
Event showcase

Drama performance – theme “maa”
After event interaction @ Student Lounge